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ABSTRACT
An important stage of integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing is product testing.
During this testing, a testhead must be interfaced with an IC handling device, and
ultimately the IC. As more complex semiconductor devices are designed their pad pitch
decreases making it more difficult to mechanically interface with the chip. As a result an
extremely reliable, repeatable and rigid interface is required. Teradyne has developed a
kinematic interface to meet the performance requirements of future interfaces.
Topics covered in this document include the mechanical performance
characterization of the kinematic interface and the development of a possible standard
interface performance characterization procedure. Life cycle evaluation of the kinematic
interface components using PLC and PC control, and further developments of the
kinematic interface including auto-planarization and a low-end mechanical version of the
kinematic interface.
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Title: Alex & Brit d'Arbeloff Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the automatic testing of
semiconductor products. The justification and need for semiconductor
testing is discussed followed by a description of automatic test equipment.
Testhead interfaces are introduced and their importance to semiconductor
testing is presented.
Over the past few decades semiconductors have become a crucial component of
modem society. To improve the "quality of life", semiconductor chips are used in a large
number of systems including the automobile and in much simpler objects such as a toaster.
Due to the demand by consumers for new electronic products, the number of applications
and complexity of semiconductors are increasing at a rapid rate. Moore's .Law, developed
in the 1960's by Gordon Moore, states that the number of transistors that semiconductor
manufacturers can place on a chip doubles every year1. This was true until the 1970's,
after which the rate slowed to a doubling of transistors every 18 months. Along with the
increased application and complexity of semiconductors is a demand for increased
reliability and decreased delivery time. For semiconductor manufacturers, "business
success depends on getting more complex, but more reliable, products to market faster
than ever before"2
Front End of Semiconductor Manufacturing
The manufacture of semiconductor components involves various production steps.
At the front end of semiconductor manufacturing silicon wafer blanks are formed by
various stages of grinding and polishing. Layers of silicon nitride, silicon dioxide and
photoresist are then deposited on the silicon blank. This prepared silicon wafer is
'G. Dan Hutcheson & Jerrry D. Hutcheson, "Technology and Economics in the Semiconductor Industry",
Scientific American, January 1996, p. 54
2 Brendan Davis, The Economics of Automatic Testing (London:McGraw Hill, 1982), preface
processed into multiple integrated circuits (IC's) by creating millions of transistors through
repeated steps of photolithography, etching and doping. (Figure 1) Each processed silicon
wafer can contain hundreds to thousands of IC's.
Figure 1 : Processed Silicon Wafer
Eventually, the IC's on the processed silicon wafer are separated. The individual IC's are
glued to frames and placed into ceramic packages. The leads on the ceramic packages are
connected to the bond pads of the individual IC, forming the chip common in everyday
electronics.
The Need for Automatic Testing
An important stage of semiconductor manufacturing is product testing.
Semiconductor manufacturers test the IC's in both the wafer form and the final package
form (chip). These two stages of testing are referred to as probe (wafer sort) and final test
(chip test). The equipment used for this testing, automatic test equipment (ATE), is capital
intensive, with typical prices in the million dollar range.
In addition to capital losses associated with equipment purchase, product testing
also adds time, and hence cost, to semiconductor production without adding value. Since
many IC's have prices below the ten dollar range the cost of test can be a significant portion
of the manufacturing costs. If chips are cheap and testing and ATE is so expensive, how
do semiconductor manufactures justify the cost of testing? The following excerpt from an
article titled "Why Bother to Test?" addresses this question.
"... How do we know our devices are good if we don't test them? How do
we know our devices meet specifications if we don't test them first? Who
wants to assemble a seven-layer PCB (printed circuit board) with over 200
ICs that haven't been tested? Naturally, each of these ICs has more than
250 pins each. Replacing even one or two of these devices might ruin the
board. This could be very costly, not to mention delay shipping our
products. ... To put even one bad part on a complex PCB is unacceptable.
Rework costs or, worse yet, scrap and replacement costs are not good
business. Good business is building only good products. So why bother
to tests? Because we can't afford the cost of not testing." 3
Semiconductor testing is considered a cost avoidance strategy.
Semiconductor devices are tested for functionality and performance. Typical tests
include checks for open circuits, shorts, and clock speed. Generally the ICs pass or fail
the functionality and performance tests at different levels. In other words, testing is not
always a strict pass/fail situation. For example, two devices on the same wafer may
operate at a clock speed that is different from the device performance specification. The
3 Paul Milo, "Why Bother to Test?", EE-Evaluation Engineering, March 1996, p.8
device that does not operate at the specified speed is not thrown out, it is merely
considered a lower speed device. This is precisely the situation with personal computer
processors. Intel will manufacture one type of processor, for example a 120 MHz
Pentium with Math Co-processor. When this device is tested, the chips that do not
perform at 120 MHz are simply sold as 90 MHz, and those whose math co-processor does
not work are sold as if they never had a math co-processor. This sort of strategy, where
there is different levels of acceptable performance, is known as binning and sorting.
Binning and sorting not only allow semiconductor manufactures to ensure the correct IC is
being used or sold, but also allows the manufacturer to increase manufacturing yield (i.e.
profit).
Automatic Testing
As mentioned, there are two stages of semiconductor device testing. The first
stage is wafer probe. During probe the processed silicon wafer is placed in a handling
device (prober) which presents the wafer to a testhead attached to a mainframe. The
testhead is basically a large oscilloscope/signal analyzer that sends and receives signals to
and from an IC and determines which individual IC is flawed. Probe test is an efficient
means to test each individual IC because the IC's are still in wafer form, making it easy to
present each device to the testhead. Once tested the individual IC's are binned and sorted,
and then packaged into chips.
The next stage of IC testing is final test. During final test the individual chips are
presented to the testhead by a handling device (handler) . The devices are tested for
functionality and performance, and are again binned and sorted. Final test is essential
from an economics standpoint because it is the last check of a semiconductor device before
it is mounted to a PCB. As mentioned before, the costs associated with mounting a non-
functional device to a PCB is much greater than the cost of test. The functioning chips are
then mounted to printed circuit boards in various applications with a great deal of
confidence that they meet the specifications.
To understand the need and benefit of IC testing, one obvious question to ask is
why have two stages of testing. Again the answer lies in economics; the earlier in the
process a fault is found, the less it costs.4 It is understood that it generally costs ten times
the amount to fix a fault at each subsequent production stage (i.e. packaging, mounting to
PCB, integration into a system).5 The amount it costs to repair a fault in the packaged
form of an IC versus repairing it in wafer form justifies probe test. If an IC does not pass
the tests in wafer form then it will either be repaired, or will not be packaged. This saves
money for the semiconductor manufacturer. Probe also provides a quality check on the
"front end" wafer production. If an IC does not pass probe test the flaws are known to
originate during wafer production. However, if an IC were only tested during final test
there would be essentially no way to determine when flaws originated during production.
It is because of probe and final test that a device is known to work and meet specifications
before it is mounted to a PCB.
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)
The automatic testing of semiconductors takes place in what are called test cells. A
test floor will generally have a number of test cells, each of which contain the necessary
equipment to test IC's in either the wafer or chip form. Test cells generally contain a tester
(mainframe and testhead), a handling device (prober or handler), an interface, and a cable
bundle and testhead manipulator. Below is a layout of a typical test cell. (Figure 2)
4 Brendan Davis, The Economics of Automatic Testing (London:McGraw Hill, 1982), p. 1
5 Brendan Davis, The Economics of Automatic Testing (London:McGraw Hill, 1982), p. 11
Figure 2: Test Cell Layout
Testers
ATE for electronics had its genesis over two decades ago. While archaic by today's
standards, ATE of yesterday had the same function and general "architecture" of today's
equipment. One of the first automated testers was a diode tester. The diode tester sent a
signal to a diode and measured its performance. Depending on the measured output, the
diode either passed or failed and was sorted accordingly. When one diode was finished
testing a new one was interfaced with the tester and the process continued. Today's testers
evaluate semiconductors in basically the same manner, albeit much faster and more
sophisticated. A modem tester is a system that can send very accurate signals to the bond
pads (bond pads, or pads, are the "input-output ports" of the semiconductor) of the
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semiconductor device while measuring the output of some other pads on the same device.
Depending on the measured value of the output the device is binned and sorted. After one
device has completed testing a new device undergoes the same tests, a steady stream of
devices are tested in this manner.
To minimize power consumption and time to test it is necessary to place the driving
and receiving circuitry as close to the semiconductor device as possible. As a result, the
tester is divided into the mainframe and testhead, making it possible to place the driving
and receiving circuitry close to the device under test (DUT).(Figure 3) The mainframe is an
electronic cabinet that contains the data processing circuitry which determines which signals
to send and when, while at the same time measuring the output at the IC. The mainframe
then compares the measured output with the expected output to determine if the IC has
passed or failed a given test. The testhead contains the electronics required to generate,
send, receive and measure signals to and from the IC. The electronics of the testhead
include very accurate power supplies, function generators, and line drivers. By placing the
driving and receiving electronics in the testhead, power consumption and time of test are
minimized.
Figure 3: Photograph of a Tester
Peripheral Equipment
Along with the testhead and mainframe, most test cells contain peripheral
equipment, which may include a testhead manipulator, a cable bundle, and an operator
interface computer. The cable bundle contains several cables required to connect the
testhead to the mainframe. Because most of the cables of the bundle are shielded or twisted
pair, the cable bundle is extremely heavy (about 25 pounds per linear foot) and
cumbersome. To move the testhead and the cable bundle, and position them in various
orientations a manipulator is used. The manipulator is basically a "fork lift" type device
capable of supporting the weight of the testhead (often greater than 500 lbs) and managing
the cable bundle. The operator interface computer allows a technician or engineer to control
the tester and write the programs necessary to test the IC's.
Handling Equipment
To present the IC's to the testhead, handling equipment is used. In probe and final
test distinctly different types of IC handling equipment is used. During probe test, a
prober is used to position the processed silicon wafer with respect to the testhead. (Figure
4) By stepping its chuck (wafer handling surface) in the X and Y directions, the prober
can position each IC on the wafer beneath the testhead for testing. Once all of the IC's on
the entire wafer are tested, the tested wafer is removed from the chuck, an untested wafer
is placed on the chuck, and the testing continues.
Figure 4: Prober
A device called a handler is used for final test. (Figure 5) The handler presents
packaged IC's (chips) to the testhead for testing. Unlike the prober, a handler must
present the chips to the testhead individually. The chips are plugged into a socket that is
connected to the testhead. Once the chip is tested, it is removed from the socket and a new
chip is plugged in for testing. This process continues in a steady stream of devices to be
tested.
Figure 5: Handler
Interfaces
In order to test IC's, the main components of the test cell, the tester and handling
device, are connected together using a device known as an interface. (Figure 6) The
interface provides the mechanical link between the testhead and the handler or prober,
while at the same time providing the electrical connection between the device under test and
the testhead. While not the most expensive component of a test cell, the interface is often
the most critical. The interface is the only link between the tester and the IC, and if the
interface does not function properly, the entire test cell will be useless. Without an
interface there is no way to test the IC's within the prober or handler.
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Figure 6: Testhead Interfacing with a Prober
In general, the testhead interface consists of two main components, the mechanical
interface which connects the testhead to the handler/prober, and the electrical interface
which provides the signal delivery path between the testhead and the IC. The electrical
interface consists of an array of conductive elements (pogo needles a.k.a. spring pins)
which interact with various printed circuit boards.
For probe, the three main components of most electrical interfaces are the probe
card, pogo tower and load board (or dib).(Figure 7) The electrical interface brings the test
signals from the pogo needles of the testhead down to the delicate tungsten probe needles
of the probe card.(Figure 8) The probe card needles (probe needles) make contact with
IC's at their bond pads.(Figure 9) Typical bond pads are .003"X.003" in area and are
spaced about .003" inches apart. Due the small size and spacing of the bond pads, it is
important that the probe needles be positioned accurately (i.e. planar with DUT), and
repeatably.
Figure 7: Electrical Interface for Probe
Figure 8: Probe Card and Needles
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Figure 9: Probe Needles at IC Bond Pads
For final test the electrical interface is somewhat simpler and consists only of a load
board. The load board for final test contains a socket, into which the chips to be tested are
plugged. This allows the test signals to be guided from the testhead to the leads of the
chip.
The second half of a testhead interface, the mechanical interface, must connect the
testhead to the handler or prober, maintain electrical contact between the testhead and the
load board, and must position the probe card, or device socket, and ensure its planarity
with respect to device under test (DUT). Functionally, the mechanical interface must first
align the testhead with the prober/handler, and with the load board, and then pull the
testhead and the handling device together with a large enough force (about 300 lbs) to
ensure the hundreds of pogo needles of the testhead are compressed. The interface must
align the needles on the testhead to the load board within a window of about +/- 0.020". If
the pogo needles do not fall within this window, the signal path between the testhead and
DUT will not be closed and the test will fail. The alignment of the testhead is also
important to ensure the probe card, or socket, is in position and in plane with the DUT. If
there is misalignment of the testhead the probe card, or socket, will not be planar with the
DUT which can lead to damage of the DUT or cause failed tests.
Due to the diversity of test equipment the design of interfaces tends to be application
specific. As a result, there are dozens of mechanical interfaces in the semiconductor
industry. The majority of these interfaces operate via a "breach lock" or multi-point
alignment and pull down mechanism. An example of a "breach lock" mechanism is the j-
ring interface.(Figure 10) The j-ring interface uses a series of ramps and cam followers
(located on the testhead) to pull the testhead to the handling device. Two to four alignment
pins are used to align the testhead to the handler/prober and load board. The j-ring interface
is shown below.
Figure 10: J-Ring Interface
Another common mechanical interface is the inTest interface.(Figure 11) The
inTest interface uses from two to four cone and hole pairs and a system of cams and cam
followers to align and pull the testhead to the handling device and load board. The inTest
interface is shown below.
Figure 11: inTest Interface
As mentioned above, the mechanical interface needs to be rigid and repeatable.
Repeatability of the interface ensures pin pad contact at the load board and, for probe,
planarity of the probe card every time the testhead is docked (docked it the term used for
connecting the testhead to the handling device). Rigidity of the mechanical interface will
minimize testhead movement while subjected to external forces. This, in turn, will
maintain the signal path when external forces are applied.
While the j-ring, inTest, and most other mechanical interfaces perform their
function adequately, there are problems associated with them. It is known qualitatively
that most interfaces are not repeatable or rigid. The lack of repeatability stems from the fact
that most interfaces are either over or under constrained. The j-ring interface, for
example, is under constrained, allowing the testhead to float while docking and provides
no final alignment mechanism. This results in non-repeatability. The inTest interface, on
the other hand, is over constrained which causes non-repeatability. In order for a testhead
to be docked repeatably, the interface must be perfectly constrained (i.e. six constraints for
six degrees of freedom). The lack of rigidity with the inTest and j-ring interfaces is due to
the fact that the interfaces will flex considerably when subjected to a load. This flexing of
the interface will result in movement of the testhead.
Along with mechanical performance problems (repeatability and rigidity), the j-
ring, inTest, and a number of other interfaces require a semi-skilled operator to use them.
The operator must be trained in the use of the interface, and to be effective must have
considerable experience using the interface. An inexperienced, or untrained, operator of
an interface will, most often, not be able to dock the head properly (i.e. rigidly and in the
correct alignment) without several attempts. Ideally the interface would not rely on the skill
of the operator for proper use.
As more complex semiconductor devices are designed an extremely reliable,
repeatable and rigid interface will be required to test them. This is because as devices
become more complex, the number of bond pads, and hence chip leads increase. Figure
12 shows the predicted number of pads per die site for ASIC's (Application Specific
Integrated Circuits) by the year 2010. Along with the increase in the number of pads
comes a decrease in the spacing, or pitch, of the pads. By the year 2010 the pitch of the
pads will have decreased from the current value of 75 ýpm (.003 inch) to 50 gtm (.002
inch).6 As the number of pads increases and their spacing decreases, it becomes more
critical that testhead interfaces be able to repeatably locate the probe card or device socket.
6 The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 1994, p. 41
Number of Pads per Chip
Figure 12: Future Pad Count versus Year7
Summary of Automatic Test
The automatic testing of semiconductors, while capital intensive, is a necessary
cost avoidance strategy used in semiconductor production. Automatic testing is performed
by automatic test equipment (ATE) on test floors in units called test cells. Test cells
generally consist of a tester (mainframe and testhead), a handling device (prober or
handler), a manipulator and cable bundle, and an interface. While not the most costly,
the interface is often the most crucial element of a test cell. The interface mechanically
connects the testhead to the handling device and electrically links the testhead to the IC
under test. The mechanical portion of the testhead must rigidly and repeatably couple the
testhead to the handler or prober. If either portion of the interface, mechanical or electrical,
does not function properly then testing the IC's in the handling device is not possible.
7 The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 1994, p. 41
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To meet the performance requirements of future interfaces, Teradyne has
developed a Kinematic Interface. In short the kinematic interface is a three ball-three groove
system which results in an extremely rigid and repeatable interface. This document is
focused on the kinematic interface developed at Teradyne.
Thesis Summary
This thesis, submitted as part of the requirements for completion of a S.M. in
Mechanical Engineering, will focus on the development and characterization of Teradyne's
kinematic interface. Topics covered in this document will include a description of the
kinematic interface, mechanical performance characterization of the kinematic interface and
the development of a possible standard testhead interface performance evaluation
procedure, life cycle evaluation of the kinematic interface components using PLC and PC
control, and further developments of the kinematic interface including auto-planarization
and a low-end mechanical version of the kinematic interface.
Thesis Contribution
The work presented in this document was completed over a one year period while
the author was employed by Teradyne. While not all of the time employed at Teradyne was
spent on the work of this thesis, the author learned a great deal about the semiconductor
industry. The author completed the following as part of the work included in this
document.
* Design aspects of the kinematic interface
* Mechanical test plan and mechanical testing of the j-ring, inTest and kinematic
interfaces.
* Conceptual development of the standard interface characterization plan.
* Design and development of the kinematic module life cycle testing fixtures
* Design and development of the "mini-module"
* Design and development of the auto-planarization unit
Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2: Teradyne's Kinematic Interface
Chapter 2 serves as a brief introduction to the kinematic interface.
Chapter 3: Mechanical Testing of the Kinematic Interface
Chapter 3 presents the mechanical testing of the kinematic interface and its
components.
Chapter 4: Further Developments of the Kinematic Interface
Chapter 4 describes further developments of the kinematic interface. These include
the mini-module and auto-planarization.
Chapter 5: Conclusion
Chapter 5 is a conclusion to the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2: Teradyne's Kinematic Interface
Chapter 2 serves as a brief introduction to the kinematic interface.
Its purpose is to provide background information for topics developed later
in this document. In this section the basis of the kinematic interface, the
kinematic coupling, is described. After a discussion of the potential
benefits of a kinematic interface the functional requirements and design of
Teradyne's kinematic interface are discussed. Although the author
contributed to the detailed design of the kinematic interface, for clarity, the
details of the design are not mentioned. The electronics required to control
the kinematic interface, along with the application of the kinematic
interface, are also mentioned briefly.
A rigid and repeatable interface is important to maintain the testhead to device signal
path. There are a number of testhead interfaces in existence that exhibit varying levels of
stiffness and repeatability. The need for a more repeatable, stiffer interface is increasing as
more complex semiconductor devices are produced. To meet the need of future interfaces,
Teradyne has developed the kinematic interface. The kinematic interface is an interface that,
simply stated, uses three balls and three grooves to provide a more repeatable, stiffer
testhead to prober/handler coupling.(Figure 13)
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Figure 13: The Kinematic Coupling
The Kinematic Coupling
The ball and groove coupling of the kinematic interface is based upon the kinematic
coupling developed to obtain high repeatability for fixtures. Kinematic couplings are
deterministic: in other words they only make contact at a number of points equal to the
number of degrees of freedom they are to restrain.8 Being deterministic, kinematic
couplings are immune to the results of an over constrained system and hence are extremely
repeatable.
8 Alexander H. Slocum, Precision Machine Design (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1992), p. 401
In order to position an object in six degrees of freedom, the kinematic coupling
needs six points of contact. One way to accomplish this is by using three grooves and
three balls. Each ball-groove pair provides exactly two contact points, three sets of the
ball-groove pairs results in the six points of contact required to perfectly constrain the
object.(Figure 14) To provide a rigid coupling the kinematic coupling can be preloaded, or
in other words a force pushes the ball into the groove. Using the concept of a preloaded
kinematic coupling, Teradyne developed the kinematic interface.
Figure 14: Ball and Groove Pair
Potential Benefits of the Kinematic Interface
A kinematic coupling offers three main benefits: repeatability, rigidity, and ease of
use. The experience using kinematic couplings for fixturing attests to their high
repeatability. If the kinematic coupling is preloaded then it will take a force equal to the
preload to separate the ball groove pairs. In other words, the preload of the kinematic
coupling makes it rigid. Since the kinematic coupling is perfectly constrained, (i.e. six
points of contact for six degrees of freedom) it is easy to use. This is because there is no
binding when mating two objects using a kinematic coupling. Based on these benefits, a
kinematic coupling used to connect a testhead to a handler or prober could provide a rigid
and repeatable interface that is easy to use.
Kinematic Interface Functional Requirements
There were a number of functional requirements that had to be met in the design of
the kinematic interface. These requirements shaped the final form of the kinematic
interface. Some of the functional requirements are listed below.
* Rigidly dock the testhead: To rigidly dock the testhead, the kinematic interface
needs to apply a preload force.
* Repeatably dock the testhead: The mating of the three ball and groove pairs
ensures a repeatable dock.
* Avoid damage to the pogo pins of the electrical interface: To avoid damage to
the pogo pins, the kinematic interface must roughly align the testhead before
fully docked (or when the balls and grooves make contact).
* Uniformly compress the pogo pins: A coupling force must be applied by the
interface to ensure the hundreds of pogo pins of the electrical interface are
compressed.
* Report the status of the dock: The kinematic interface should be "intelligent".
If a dock has failed (i.e. not preloaded, or not aligned), then it should report
this to the operator.
* Must be able to planarize the testhead: The operator needs to be able to
planarize the testhead with respect to the handling device. Ideally this would
take place via the kinematic interface
The Kinematic Interface Basics
Based on the concept of the kinematic coupling, Teradyne's kinematic interface
employs three grooves and three balls. Three balls are mounted on the testhead while the
three mating grooves are mounted on the prober or handler. A preload mechanism is
combined with the balls into units called the kinematic modules. The two main functions of
the kinematic interface are dock and undock, or coupled and uncoupled. At full dock, the
modules provide a preload force and pull the balls to the grooves thereby providing the
mechanical coupling of the testhead to the prober/handler. At full undock the balls are free
from the groove and the testhead can be removed from the handler/prober.
The main mechanism of the kinematic module is a latch pin which interfaces with
the coupling groove. Basically, the latch pin of the k-dock module can "mate" with the k-
dock groove in a matter that is similar to a socket and ratchet set. A set of four small steel
balls, within the latch pin, can extend beyond the latch pin and cause interference with the
groove, allowing a preload force to be applied.(Figures 15 and 16) The preload force pulls
the balls and grooves together creating a rigid testhead to handler/prober connection. When
a release force is applied, the small steel balls retract within the latch pin and allow
separation of the latch pin, and hence the ball, from the groove. The latch pin/ball/groove
interaction is the basic function of the kinematic interface.
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Figure 15: The Latch Pin Mechanism
Figure 16: Latch Pin and Groove
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The Kinematic Module
To meet the functional requirements the relatively simple latch pin, ball, groove
mechanism has evolved into a relatively complex system of motors, sensors, and
electronics. The latch pin and ball are combined with a d-c motor, gearbox, a number of
sensors to form a kinematic module. There are three main components of the modules: the
gearbox, the carriage, and the z-adjuster.
The Gearbox
The gearbox contains most of the functionality of the kinematic module. It contains
the ball, the latch pin, a d-c motor, appropriate gearing to drive the latch pin and three
sensors to determine the state of the module. The d-c motor and gearbox are designed to
provide in excess of 300 lbs of preload force per module.
The Carriage
The carriage is two plates connected by a set of crossed roller bearings. The
crossed roller bearings allow the plates to move relative to each other which allows the user
to planarize the testhead by adjusting the relative position between the two plates on each
module. The gearbox and z-adjust are mounted to the carriage which is then mounted to
the testhead.
The Z-adjust
The z-adjust is a manual adjustment mechanisms that controls the position of the
two plates of the carriage relative to each other. By turning the z-adjust mechanism of each
module a certain amount, the testhead can be planarized with respect to a reference surface.
The carriage, gearbox, and z-adjust combine to form the kinematic module.(Figure
17) Three kinematic modules and three grooves along with control electronics make up
Teradyne's kinematic interface.
Figure 17: The Kinematic Module
Control Electronics
The control electronics of the kinematic interface drive the dc motor of the modules,
and use the output of the three sensors of each module to determine the state of the
interface. The three states of the interface are docked, undocked and ready to dock. An
operator can go to each of these states by pushing one of two buttons on a control pendant.
By pushing dock the control electronics will drive the motors of the modules to the docked
position. Similarly, by pressing undock the control electronics will drive the motors to the
undock position or, depending on the state of the modules, to the ready to dock position.
There is a fairly complex state machine that keeps track of what state the interface is in and
whether or not a requested action (dock or undock) can be performed. The state machine,
along with the feedback from the module sensors allow the controller to determine if the
dock was successful. This state machine is programmed and stored on an E-prom
(erasable - programmable read only memory) which is integrated with a gate array and three
motor controllers to control the modules of the kinematic interface.
___ _
Application of Kinematic Interface
The kinematic interface was designed specifically for integration into Teradyne's
new series of testheads known as Catalyst, Magnum, and Marlin (a.k.a. the beta series
testheads). Each of the beta series testheads have built-in mounting locations around their
perimeter for the kinematic modules. While only three mounting locations are required for
the kinematic interface, each testhead has six. This is to provide flexibility when
integrating the kinematic interface with a specific prober or handler. This flexibility will
allow the kinematic interface to be used with nearly any handler or prober. The possibility
to be used with any handler or prober has the potential to make the kinematic interface an
industry standard, which is clearly needed in the semiconductor industry.
"One item not shown on the Testing and Test Equipment roadmap is the
need for standard mechanical/electrical interfaces between automatic probers
or package handlers and test systems. At the present time, dozens of
interfaces have been developed at great expense."9
The kinematic interface could easily become a standard interface for Teradyne testheads.
Summary
Teradyne developed the kinematic interface to meet the performance requirements of
future interfaces. Based on the kinematic coupling, the kinematic interface can provide a
rigid and repeatable interface that is easy to use. Due to the many functional requirements
the kinematic interface has evolved from relatively simple mechanism into a fairly complex
system of motors, sensors and electronics. Since Teradyne's new generation testheads
have multiple kinematic module mounting locations the kinematic interface could become a
standard testhead interface.
9 The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 1994, p. 41
Chapter 3 : Mechanical Testing of the Kinematic Interface
Chapter 3 presents the mechanical testing of the kinematic interface
and its components. A series of mechanical tests were developed, and
applied, to quantify the mechanical performance of the kinematic interface,
and the j-ring and inTest interfaces. The test sites, basis for the tests, and
testing procedures and results are presented. A proposed standard interface
characterization procedure, based on the interface mechanical testing, is
then discussed. At the end of this chapter the life cycle testing of the
kinematic module, as well as the design and development of the life cycle
fixtures, are presented.
To prove the concept of the kinematic interface and the benefits it offers, two test
sites were chosen with the intent of using the kinematic interface on the sites' production
floor. The kinematic interface was integrated with the A580 AMS (Advanced Mixed
Signal) testhead, an older generation testhead, in both a probe and handler application.
The kinematic interface was integrated with the A580 because Teradyne's new generation
testheads (i.e. Catalyst, Magnum, Marlin) were not available at the time of the mechanical
testing. With the kinematic interface installed at the test sites, various data was collected
for the kinematic interface and the j-ring (Probe application) and inTest (handler
application) interfaces. A number of mechanical tests were developed to quantify the
mechanical attributes of each interface.
Mechanical Test Sites
Motorola MOS 8
At Motorola MOS 8, the kinematic interface was integrated with the A580 testhead
to allow interfacing with a KLA 1011 prober.(Figures 18 and 19) Due to the lack of
groove mounting locations on the prober head plate and because the modules can not be
mounted directly to the A580 head, it was necessary to design mounting brackets for the
modules and support brackets for the grooves. As a result, this application was somewhat
bulky and difficult to use. In future applications (i.e. Beta Series testheads) the modules
will be mounted directly to the testhead and should provide better performance and easier
use. The mechanical test application, however, was sufficient to prove the concept of the
kinematic dock.
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Figure 18: A580 - KLA 1011 Application
Figure 19: A580 Testhead with Kinematic Modules
Texas Instruments - Houston
At Texas Instruments (TI) Houston the kinematic interface was integrated with the
A580 testhead to allow interfacing with a DeltaFlex vertical plane, pick and place handler.
(Figure 20) Due to the lack of groove mounting locations on the DeltaFlex plate and
because the modules can not be mounted directly to the A580 head, it was necessary to
design mounting brackets for the modules and extension plates for the grooves. As a
result, this application was somewhat bulky and difficult to use. In future applications (i.e.
Beta Series testheads) the modules will be mounted directly to the testhead and should
provide better performance and easier use. The mechanical test application, however, was
sufficient to prove the concept of the kinematic dock.
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Figure 20: A580 - DeltaFlex Handler Application
Mechanical Testing Plan
A mechanical test plan was developed for the prober application and subsequently
modified for mechanical testing of the handler application. The mechanical tests for the
prober application were developed on the basis of physical parameters of a probe interface
that ultimately affect yield. Figure 21 is a diagram of physical parameters of the testhead
interface and how they map to product yield. For example, deflection and non-
repeatability of the testhead can cause deflection of the load board (DIB) and testhead
misalignment. As the effect of load board deflection and head misalignment are traced
through the structural loop of the interface (Figure 22), the ultimate result is a loss of "pin
to pad" contact and hence poor signal integrity and low yield. Based upon this type of
analysis, various tests were developed that could be used to quantify the performance of an
interface.
Figure 21: Diagram of Physical Parameters that Ultimately Affect Yield
Figure 22: Probe Interface Structural Loop
Below is a list of possible tests, generated from the above figures, that could be
performed to evaluate the mechanical performance of an interface.
* Probe Card Repeatability
* Determine probe needle position using downward looking camera
* DIB deflection
* Iso-pin compression
* Pogo-pin scrub
* Positional repeatability of testhead
* Interface Stiffness
* Vibrational tests - impulse test
* Signal integrity
Not all of the above tests were performed. Probe needle location, DIB deflection,
iso-pin compression, pogo-pin scrub were not measured because time constraints, lack of
equipment, and the impracticality of the measurements. Below is a list of the mechanical
tests that were performed at the mechanical test sites.
Motorola MOS 8
1. Testhead Repeatability: The positional repeatability of the testhead with respect
to the prober was measured on a per dock basis.
2. Probe Card Planarity: The planarity of the probe card with respect to the prober
chuck was measured on a per dock basis.
3. Interface Stiffness: External loads were applied to the testhead while it was
docked and the resultant testhead movement and change in probe card planarity
were measured.
4. Vibrational Analysis: The vibration at the probe card due to external impulse
forces applied to the testhead, prober, and manipulator was measured.
5. Signal Integrity: The "signal integrity" was measured while external impulses
were applied to the testhead, prober, and manipulator.
TI Houston
1. Testhead Repeatability: The positional repeatability of the testhead with respect
to the handler was measured on a per dock basis.
2. Vibrational Analysis: The vibration at the handler socket due to external impulse
forces applied to the testhead, handler, and manipulator was measured.
Although it was planned to perform signal integrity and stiffness tests at TI, it was
not possible. The custom wired load board used for the signal integrity tests did not
interface with TI's handler, and the handler docking plate was too compliant to be used as
a reference surface for stiffness measurements (a separate metrology frame would have
been required).
At each test site, the mechanical tests were performed on the kinematic interface
and on the existing interface to provide a benchmark for performance comparison. At
Motorola MOS 8 the existing interface is the J-Ring and at TI Houston the existing interface
is the inTest plate.
Mechanical Testing Procedures
Testhead Positional Repeatability
Measurement devices were attached to the testhead using mounting fixtures and the
measurement targets were attached to convenient locations on the prober or handler. Three
other measurement devices were mounted to the prober or handler and touched off the
testhead.(Figure 23) Every time the testhead was docked, the read-out of the measurement
devices was recorded. This data was then compiled using a transformation matrix which
calculated the change in testhead position after each dock.
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Figure 23: Sensor Location for Testhead Repeatability Measurement
Equipment Used:
3 Sony Magnascales (linear measurement device)
3 Digital Indicators (linear measurement device)
3 Magnascale Targets
3 Magnascale Mounting Brackets
3 Indicator Stands
Probe Card Planarity - Repeatability
Probe card planarity was measured for the prober application. The planarity of the
probe card with respect to the prober's chuck (wafer handling surface) was measured using
a custom measurement device.(Figure 24) The planarity measurement device consists of a
non-contact sensor mounted on a metal disk which is placed on the prober chuck, and a
metal plate that mounts to the pogo tower, replacing the probe card. With the testhead
docked, the prober chuck is stepped in x and y and the gap between the sensor face and the
tower plate is recorded. By keeping track of the x and y position and gap at each location a
planarity plot can be made. The components of the measurement fixture were not
manufactured to precise geometric tolerances (i.e. flatness). This was unnecessary because
the deviation of planarity of the probe card from an average position was of interest.
Because of this, any errors in measurement caused by manufacturing were subtracted out.
If a similar device was to be used for a "one dock" planarity measurement, the flatness of
the components would have to be more precise, and three non-contact sensors would be
needed.
To measure the repeatability of the probe card planarity, the testhead was docked
thirty times, each time the planarity was recorded. Every fifth dock the load board-pogo
tower-probe card assembly was moved to simulate changing the probe card.
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Figure 24: Probe Card Planarity Measurement Device
Equipment Used
Non-contact measurement probe (inductive or capacitive sensor)
Tower Plate (sensor target mounted to pogo tower)
Chuck Plate (plate to mount sensor to chuck)
Interface Stiffness
The static stiffness of the interfaces was measured for the probe application. To
quantify the static stiffness of the interfaces, loads were applied to the testhead while it was
docked and the resultant movement of the testhead and change in probe card planarity were
recorded. The testhead movement was measured using the same set-up as the testhead
repeatability measurements, and the probe card planarity was measured the same as
described above. Figure 25 is a diagram of where loads were applied to the testhead. A
standard load of 40 lbs was used to simulate external forces such as someone leaning on
the testhead, or changes in cable forces caused by cable bundle position.
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Figure 25: Forces Applied to the Testhead
Equipment Used
250 Lb. Load Cell
2 Nylon straps
3 Sony Magnascales (linear measurement device)
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3 Digital Indicators (linear measurement device)
3 Magnascale Targets
3 Magnascale Mounting Brackets
3 Indicator Stands
1 Non-contact measurement probe (inductive or capacitive sensor)
1 Tower Plate (sensor target mounted to pogo tower)
1 Chuck Plate (plate to mount sensor to chuck)
Signal Integrity
When the mechanical test plan was developed, it was decided that the "tell all"
measurement would be the variation in signal integrity caused by external forces and
vibration. Based on this, a plan was developed to measure the signal integrity for the
probe application. No method of measuring the signal integrity could be found so it was
necessary to develop the following test procedure.
To obtain a measure of the signal integrity, a signal is sent through a custom wired
iso-block (part of the testhead signal path) and load board This signal then travels through
the pogo tower down to the probe card, an aluminized wafer completes the circuit. A
dynamic signal analyzer is used supply a white noise signal through the iso-block-DIB-
probe card circuit. The signal is measured across the probe needles, as impulse forces are
applied, and compared with the input signal. The coherence of the output to the input is
calculated. If the signal integrity is "perfect" a coherence of one is calculated, the
coherence will go to zero as noise is introduced to the system. (i.e. probe needles vibrating)
Figure 26 is a sketch showing the experimental set up and electrical schematic.
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Figure 26: Signal Integrity Measurement Set Up
Equipment Used
1 Custom wired DIB
1 Custom wire Iso-block
1 Hewlett Packard 35670A Signal Analyzer
1 Digital Multi-meter
1 Probe Card
ff
Signal Analyzer
1 Aluminized Wafer
1 PCB 3 pound Calibrated Sledge Hammer
Vibration Analysis
With the test head docked, impulse loads were applied to quantify the dynamic
stiffness of each interface. A calibrated impulse hammer was used to apply the impulses,
while a tri-axial accelerometer measured the level of vibration at the probe card for the
probe application, and at the socket for the handler application. The testhead,
prober/handler, and manipulator were struck with the impulse hammer to simulate different
vibrational inputs. A dynamic signal analyzer was used to record and perform analysis of
the accelerometer data. Figure 27 is a diagram of the impact points for the KLA 10xx and
DeltaFlex applications.
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Figure 27: Vibrational Impulse Points
Equipment Used
1 Hewlett Packard 35670A Signal Analyzer
1 PCB 3 pound Calibrated Sledge Hammer
1 PCB Tri-ax Accelerometer
1 Accelerometer to Pogo Tower Mounting Plate
Results of Mechanical Testing
Motorola MOS 8
At MOS 8, the kinematic interface performed significantly better, mechanically,
than the j-ring interface.
Testhead Repeatability
Testhead repeatability is an important attribute of an interface. Good repeatability
leads to uniform iso-pin compression, which leads to uniform load board loading, and
ultimately to consistent probe card planarity. In short, if a testhead is docked repeatably
then probe card planarity will be maintained. Measurements of the probe card planarity
(below) support this claim.
To quantify the positional repeatability of the testhead, the testhead was docked and
undocked thirty times and its position, with respect to the prober, was measured each time.
Figure 28 is a typical plot of the testhead repeatability. For repeatability in the z direction
(perpendicular to the probe head plate) the kinematic interface had a maximum positional
deviation of 0.003 inches (75 microns) and a standard deviation in position of 0.001 inches
(25 micron). The j-ring had a maximum positional deviation of 0.160 inches (400 micron)
and a standard deviation in position of 0.080 inches (2000 microns). The kinematic
interface is two orders of magnitude more repeatable than the j-ring interface.
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Figure 28: Testhead Z-Repeatability
Note: Z is the direction perpendicular to the prober head plate
Probe Card Planarity
Probe card planarity is important because the needles of the probe card are the final
link between the wafer and tester. Less probe card planarity requires more prober chuck
overdrive, which damages die sites and probe cards, to maintain wafer to tester continuity.
The planarity of the probe card with respect to the prober chuck was measured using a
custom measurement device. Figure 29 is a plot of probe card planarity that shows the
probe card "slope window" that the probe card remained within over thirty docks. With the
kinematic interface, the probe card slope stayed within a .46 mils/inch (4.5 microns/cm)
slope window, whereas with the j-ring, the probe card slope window was 1.6 mils/inch
(15.9 microns/cm). On a per dock basis, the kinematic interface maintained probe card
planarity nearly 4 times better than the j-ring. This improvement in the repeatability of the
probe card planarity upon successive docks is a direct result of the improved positional
repeatable of the testhead.
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Figure 29: Probe Card Planarity Repeatability
Interface Stiffness
An external load of forty pounds was applied to the testhead in various directions
while it was docked. A standard load of forty pounds was chosen to simulate forces such
as someone leaning on the testhead and changes in cable forces due to the position of the
testhead cable bundle. The resultant movement of the testhead with respect to the prober,
as well as the change in probe card planarity were measured. The kinematic interface
showed two orders of magnitude less movement of the testhead with respect to the prober
than the j-ring interface as well as less movement of the probe card. Figure 30 is a plot of
probe card planarity showing the "slope window" that the probe card remained within
while the testhead was subjected to external loads. The kinematic interface maintained a
1.0 mils/inch (9.8 microns/cm) slope window, whereas the j-ring maintained a 2.8
mils/inch (28 microns/cm) slope window. The kinematic interface had nearly three times
less deflection of the probe card due to external forces than the j-ring.
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As mentioned above, probe card planarity is important. If an interface is stiff
enough to minimize changes in probe card planarity due to external loads, there is less
chance that tester to IC continuity will be broken.
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Figure 30: Change in Probe Card Planarity Due to External Loads
Signal Integrity
The results of the signal integrity tests are inconclusive. There was a flaw in the
test set-up in that an open circuit would produce perfect coherence and appear as good
signal integrity. Looking at the results, it appears that the j-ring interface maintains good
signal integrity and the kinematic interface has a considerable amount more noise (lower
coherence). In actuality what happened was after the first few impulse (with the j-ring
interface) the probe needles lost contact with the aluminized wafer causing an open circuit,
and hence good coherence. This is consistent with the measured amount of vibration at the
probe card with the j-ring. With the j-ring at low frequency, there is enough movement at
the probe card to cause an open circuit.
Figure 31 is a graph of the signal integrity coherence for an impulse applied to the
testhead. The perfect coherence of the j-ring signal integrity can be clearly seen. The
problems with the set-up can easily be remedied if the location of the measured voltage is
changed so that if an open circuit occurs there would be no measured voltage. However,
because all of the mechanical testing took place on Motorola's production floor, there was
no chance to take a second pass.
Figure 31: Sample Signal Integrity Plot
Vibrational Analysis
Impulses were applied to the testhead with a calibrated impulse hammer. The level
of vibration was measured near the probe card and the data was recorded and analyzed
using a dynamic signal analyzer. Figure 32 is a plot showing the displacement at the probe
card due to an input which simulates a chuck step. The transfer function of the probe card
displacement to the impulse input (T.F. Kinematic interface, T.F. J-Ring) and the
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coherence of the vibration to the input (Coher. Kinematic interface, Coher. J-Ring) are
plotted. For vibrations of frequency greater than 100 Hz, the kinematic interface and j-ring
exhibited the same magnitude of vibration at the probe card. At low frequency (below 50
Hz) the kinematic interface has about an order of magnitude less deflection at the probe
card than the j-ring. This is because the kinematic interface is a stiffer interface and thereby
prevents the testhead from "bobbing" (low frequency movement) around on the prober,
the j-ring is not a stiff interface and permits the testhead to move around. Movement of the
testhead results in probe card movement. It is very beneficial if an interface can minimize
testhead movement, and hence movement of the probe card, due to external vibrations.
NOTE: At very low frequency (below 10 Hz) it appears that the deflection approaches
very extreme values (i.e. 1000 microns). These values are an artifact of calculating
deflection data from acceleration data (essentially dividing by the square of the frequency).
The relative values, kinematic interface vs. j-ring, are still valid.
Figure 32: Deflection at Probe Card Due to Impulse Input
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Texas Instruments - Houston
Testhead Repeatability
The testhead positional repeatability for the handler application was measured using
the same method as for the probe application. Figure 33 is a plot of the Z repeatability of
the testhead for the handler application. The kinematic interface performed better than the
inTest interface in Z repeatability. (X, Y repeatability was nearly the same for inTest and
the kinematic interface) An interesting result is the dependency of the repeatability on the
manipulator position. The plot below quantifies this dependency. The first fifteen docks
were performed without varying the manipulator positions, whereas the last fifteen were
performed while rotating the testhead between docks. There is a marked decrease in
repeatability when the testhead is rotated. However, the kinematic interface repeatability is
less susceptible to the manipulator position because of the 300 lbs of preload force that each
module applies.
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Figure 33: Testhead Z-Repeatability
Note: Z is the direction perpendicular to the handler docking plate.
Vibrational Analysis
Impulses were applied to the testhead with a calibrated impulse hammer. The level
of vibration was measured near the socket of the handler and the data was recorded and
analyzed using a dynamic signal analyzer. Figure 34 is a plot showing the displacement at
the load board socket due to an input. The transfer function of the socket displacement to
the impulse input (T.F. Kinematic interface, T.F. inTest) and the coherence of the
vibration to the input (Coher. Kinematic interface, Coher. inTest) are plotted. For
vibrations of frequency greater than 100 Hz, the kinematic interface and inTest exhibited
the same magnitude of vibration at the load board socket. At low frequency (below 50 Hz)
the kinematic interface has about an order of magnitude less deflection at the socket than
inTest. This is because the kinematic interface is a stiffer interface and thereby prevents the
testhead from "bobbing" (low frequency movement) around on the handler, the inTest
interface is not as stiff an interface and permits the testhead to move around.
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NOTE: At very low frequency (below 10 Hz) it appears that the deflection approaches
very extreme values (i.e. 1000 microns). These values are an artifact of taking the FFT of
the data at low frequency. The relative values of the kinematic interface vs. inTest are still
valid.
Figure 34: Deflection at Socket Due to Impulse Input
Conclusions about Mechanical Testing
The results of the mechanical testing show that the kinematic interface performs
mechanically better than the inTest and j-ring interfaces. For the probe application, the
kinematic interface was more repeatable, more rigid, and maintained probe card planarity
better than the j-ring interface. Ultimately, these improvements cause more consistent
signal integrity and increased yield. For the handler application, the kinematic interface
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was stiffer and more repeatable than the inTest interface. Again, these improvements
ultimately cause an increase in yield.
Interface Characterization Plan
The mechanical testing that was performed on the kinematic interface, inTest and j-
ring interfaces provides the groundwork for the development of a standard testhead
interface characterization procedure. The interface characterization procedure would
quantify the mechanical performance, and effectiveness of various interfaces. While
designing a new interface, the characterization procedure could be used for design
verification and optimization. On a production floor, the procedure could be used to debug
yield problems in a test cell. Currently no standards for interface characterization exist.
Examination of figure 21 provides some insight into what tests should be
performed to characterize an interface. Based on the physical parameters that affect yield,
a number of key tests can be developed. Below is a list of possible interface
characterization tests that were developed previously.
* Probe Card Repeatability
* Probe needle position using prober optics
* DIB deflection
* Iso-pin compression
* Pogo-pin scrub
* Positional repeatability of testhead
* Interface Stiffness - static and dynamic
* Vibrational tests - impulse test
* Signal integrity
Ideally, the entire list of tests would be performed. However, some of the above
tests are too difficult or tedious to be practical. Keeping in mind that the interface
characterization takes place on a production floor where costs of test cell down-time are
calculated by the minute, a less comprehensive, although effective, set of tests may be
developed. Three suitable tests are testhead repeatability, interface dynamic
stiffness/vibrations, and probe card repeatability. These three tests are sufficient to
characterize the performance of an interface and are relatively simple to perform. If an
interface can dock the testhead repeatably and rigidly and, for probe, ensure probe card to
DUT planarity the testhead to DUT signal path will be maintained.
Since the interface characterization procedure is an interface design and test cell
debug tool, it must be used over a wide range of interfaces, and the test equipment must be
compatible with each interface. The only consistent components of an interface, for every
interface in the industry, are the load board and probe card. Hence, in order to be
compatible with any interface, the measurement equipment must be integrated with the load
board and/or probe card.
Probe card repeatability can be measured using a set up similar to that used during
the beta testing could be used.(Figure 24) Three metal targets are attached to a probe card
and three corresponding non-contact sensors mounted on a sheet metal disk are placed on
the prober chuck. After each dock a reading is taken from the sensors and the change in
probe card planarity recorded.
The interface dynamic stiffness can be measured with a probe card, or socket for a
handler situation, equipped with a tri-axial accelerometer. This would give the vibration of
the probe card, or socket, in three directions. At the same time a seismic accelerometer
placed on the testhead will measure the amount of low frequency testhead movement.
Impulses are applied to the test head with a calibrated impulse hammer while the vibration
at the probe card, or socket, and the low frequency vibration of the testhead are measured
simultaneously using a dynamic signal analyzer. By comparing the amount of vibration at
the probe card/socket, and the level of low frequency testhead movement, with the amount
of force applied by the impulse hammer the interface dynamic stiffness can be calculated.
Testhead repeatability can be measured using a number of sensors integrated
directly with a load board. For example, a two dimensional lateral effect diode, which can
measure positions in x and y, could be used to measure the testheads position in the plane
of the load board (i.e. x, y and yaw). To measure the out of plane positions (i.e. z, roll,
and pitch) three non-contact measurement devices could be used. Each time the testhead is
docked to the handler or prober, the readings of the various sensors can be used to
determine the six rigid body positions of the testhead (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw).
A typical testing procedure would require an operator to repeatedly dock the
testhead, apply impulses to the testhead and prober/handler, and record the data from all
of the measurement devices. A lap top computer equipped with a data-acquisition board
and a dsp based signal analyzer used for the data collection and analysis could eliminate
nearly all user error. A "live" document created to step the user through the tests,
instructing the user when to dock and undock the head, or where to apply the impulses for
the vibration tests further simplifies the tasks making it possible for any engineer or
technician with limited experience to perform the interface characterization. By making the
tests immune to human error the interface characterization would be consistent test
regardless of who performs it.
Once the tests are performed and the data is analyzed, an interface performance
metric is calculated to quantify the mechanical performance of the interface. The
performance metric ranges from a value of one to ten, ten being the best, and is based
upon the measured data. The metric is calculated by a performance matrix using data such
as the standard deviation of testhead repeatability, the maximum pitch of the probe card
with respect to the DUT, and the average peak acceleration values at the probe card, or
socket, and at the testhead. In essence the performance metric is a value, assigned to the
weighted average of the mechanical test results, based upon where the average lies on a
scale. For example, the performance metric assigned to the state of the art mechanical
interface would be a five (state of the art interfaces need to maintain a probe card planarity
of 0.5 mils/inch and repeatably dock the testhead to 0.020" in x and y). By comparing the
weighted average of the mechanical tests to the state of the art, the performance metric is
assigned. Such a performance metric can be used to compare various interfaces, debug a
test cell faced with a yield problem, or to optimize and verify interface designs.
Summary
The tests performed during the mechanical testing of the kinematic interface
provides the basis to create a standard interface characterization plan. While no
characterization standards exist, the creation of a standard characterization procedure
would allow the unbiased comparison of various interfaces. The characterization procedure
would also be useful in interface design and verification, as well as test cell debugging.
Automated data collection and compiling through the use of a lap top computer eliminates
user error and ensures a consistent test. While the first steps are complete, more
development is required in this area to make the interface characterization procedure a
reality.
Life-Cycle Testing
While on a production floor the kinematic interface must reliably dock and undock
the test head to and from a handling device. Test floor production environments vary
greatly, but in the worst case the kinematic interface may be required to dock/undock the
testhead as many as twenty times a day. At this rate a kinematic module would be cycled
over seven thousand times a year. The kinematic module must be designed robustly
enough to withstand such a duty cycle. A module failure during production would lead to
down time of the test cell, costing the manufacturer many dollars every minute. In short,
the modules of the kinematic interface need to perform for thousands of cycles without
failure.
In order to test how long a kinematic module will last, a life cycle testing fixture
was developed. The fixture had to repeatedly run the module through its normal operation
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of docking and undocking without interruption. In order to determine any design flaws,
the electronics of the life cycle fixture had to be intelligent enough to recognize and
diagnose a module failure. A life cycle testing fixture that can cycle the module through its
normal operation, and that is capable of recognizing and diagnosing failures is an
extremely useful design optimization and verification tool. Life cycle testing a product
allows the designer to predict the mean time to failure. If the time to failure is too short
design changes can be made before the product is shipped to a customer, thereby
maintaining customer confidence and saving money.
The life cycle fixture that was developed is shown below.(Figure 35) It consists of
a module mounting surface and a means to present the groove to the module. The groove
is presented to the module using a leadscrew, dc motor and linear bearings. A load cell is
placed between the groove and a grounding point to allow the measurement of the preload
force after each cycle. A control program is used to drive the module and life cycle fixture.
Figure 35: Life Cycle Testing Fixture
The control electronics and program were designed to run the module and fixture
through repeated cycles of docking and undocking. The flow diagram of the control
program is shown below.(Figure 36) Between each module state (i.e. docked, undocked,
and ready to dock) the control program checks the three module sensors to verify the
module is in the proper state. If the output of the module sensors do not correspond to the
appropriate outputs for a given state then a failure has occurred. The control program was
written on a personal computer using Lab-View (a data-acquisition and motion control
graphical programming package). A data-acquisition board reads the sensor outputs and
provides control signals which drive the module and fixture motors through amplifiers.
Figure 36: Life Cycle Fixture Control Flow Diagram
A second revision of the life cycle test fixture was developed based on the design of
the initial fixture. This fixture runs the module through its states in a manner similar to the
original life cycle fixture. The mechanics of the second fixture are considerably more
attractive. The control program of the second revision is not PC based, instead, a
programmable logic controller (PLC) was used. The PLC was used not only for its small
size and relatively cheap price, but also to evaluate the ease of implementation for future
projects. The PLC was extremely easy to program and implement on this small scale
project and proves to be a promising alternative for future projects, especially for prototype
electronics. The electronics of the fixture and module are contained within a control box
that contains motor amplifiers and a PLC. The fixture and control box are shown
below.(Figures 37 and 38)
Figure 37: The Second Life Cycle Fixture
Figure 38: The Fixture Control Box
The life-cycle testing revealed some critical problems with the kinematic module.
For example, one of the sensors used to determine the state of the module would fail
periodically. Although this would not cause a catastrophic failure, the problem would
confuse the kinematic interface control electronics. The problem with sensor was resolved
through a simple tolerance change. A major problem with the module motor was also
discovered. The motor of the module would fail after about one-thousand cycles, and
given a duty cycle of twenty docks a day, the motor would last only fifty days in the field.
The motors were failing because the radial force at the motor shaft was higher than the
motor specifications This problem was resolve by adding an additional bearing to support
the radial load.
Summary
Two life cycle testing fixtures were developed to determine the mean time to failure,
and mode of failure, of the kinematic module. The fixtures helped to identify several
design flaws with the kinematic module. If a life cycle fixture was not developed this flaw
would not have been discovered until after the kinematic interface was sold to a customer.
This would have cost the customers money and jeopardized customer confidence. The
second life cycle fixture developed used as a test bed for the use of PLC's. The results
make PLC's a promising control alternative for future products.
Chapter 4: Further Developments of the Kinematic Interface
The kinematic interface is a new platform of testhead interfacing
products. Chapter 4 describes further developments of the kinematic
interface. These include the "mini-module" and auto-planarization. The
basis for the need of the mini-module as well as its design and applications
are discussed. The need for auto-planarization for probe applications is
presented and is followed by an error budget study of a testhead interfaced
with a prober. The design of the auto-planarization module as well as the
conceptual control structure are also described.
The Mini-Module
The introduction of the beta series testheads, equipped with the kinematic module,
will take place over a period of years. During this period, the use of older generation
testheads, such as the AMS (i.e. A580) testhead, will continue. The simultaneous use of
new and old generation testheads on the same production floor raises the issue of testhead
interface compatibility. Since the equipment use on test floors is constantly changing,
Teradyne's customers require that the interfaces of the new and old testheads be
compatible. In other words, a customer needs to be able to roll a prober, or handler, to
new and old generation testheads (i.e. the AMS testhead) and be able to dock both of them
with minimal hardware changes. Since the kinematic interface is completely new, the
interfaces of the old and new generation testheads are not compatible. To allow
compatibility of the interfaces of old and new generation testheads a new interface was
developed for the old generation testheads.
Ideally the new interface would be perfectly compatible with the kinematic interface
of the new generation testheads, requiring zero hardware changeover. The only way to
accomplish this is to use the grooves of the kinematic interface and mount a version of the
kinematic module on the old generation testheads. While this may seem straightforward,
there is a slight hitch. The grooves of the kinematic interface for the new generation
testheads actually lie beneath the old generation testhead.(Figure 39) Therefor, retrofitting
the old generation testhead with the modules of the kinematic interface is not possible
without completely redesigning the testhead. So, in order to maintain compatibility (i.e.
use the same groove locations for both systems) a new smaller version of the kinematic
module needs to be mounted beneath the old generation (i.e. AMS) testhead. A miniature
version of the kinematic module, the mini-module, was developed to allow an AMS
testhead to dock to the grooves used for the new generation testhead interface.
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Figure 39: Groove Locations of the Kinematic Interface
Design Constraints
The size of the mini-module needs to fit underneath the old generation testheads
while maintaining the functionality of the kinematic interface. Note that any size module
would not do. A testhead can only be a certain distance above the surface of the handler or
prober. If the testhead is too high, the signal path of the electrical interface will not make
contact. So, any device placed under the testhead must be of limited height. If a kinematic
module type mechanism is used, the device must be a certain height to permit the same
performance as the kinematic module. There is an optimal size of the device that balances
the trade-off between minimum height and performance (performance requires a taller
height).
Design of the Mini-Module
Compatibility with the interface grooves can be maintained by borrowing a few key
concepts from the kinematic interface. Therefore, the mini-module is based upon the latch
pin and ball-groove mechanism of the kinematic dock. Instead of utilizing a dc motor and
support electronics, the mini-module uses a leadscrew and lead nut to provide the preload
and release forces. Since the mini-module is purely mechanical it requires no control
electronics and all of the sensors of the original kinematic interface are eliminated. As a
result, the mini-module interface is considerably cheaper than the kinematic interface. The
mini-module is shown below.(Figure 40) Notice the small size. (Detail drawings of the
mini-module are included in the appendix)
Figure 40: The Mini-Module
The lead nuts of the three mini-modules (three per interface) are mechanically driven
via a cable and pulley system. This is similar to the inTest interface (note: the inTest
interface is not kinematic and the kinematic interface was proven to perform better in a
handler application). The three mini-modules and the cable-pulley drive mechanism are
then mounted to a plate which is then attached to the testhead. While the entire mini-
module interface is not yet designed, conceptually is looks as shown below.(Figure 41)
Aft
Figure 41: The Mini-Module Interface
Applications of the Mini-Module
As mentioned, the mini-module interface was designed for the old generation
testheads, specifically the A580 Testhead. However, the application of the mini-module
not limited to the A580. The mini-module could quite easily be applied to the new
generation testheads in order to provide a low cost alternative to the kinematic interface.
Summary
A miniature version of the kinematic module, the mini-module, was developed to
provide a means to interface old and new generation testheads with the same handling
device with minimal hardware changes. The mini-module provides the same functions as
the kinematic interface but in a smaller, purely mechanical package. By mounting three
mini-modules connected by a cable system to a plate, similar to the inTest interface, an old
generation testhead can be mounted to the same groove locations as used for the new
generation testheads.
Auto - Planarization
In the near future the entire electrical interface, the load board and probe card, will
be mounted directly to Teradyne's beta series testheads. This will offer a direct link
between the testhead and probe needles of the probe card and, as a result, will create a
direct link between the probe needles and the kinematic interface. Thus, the positioning of
the probe needles is directly linked to the positioning of the testhead via the kinematic
interface. One problem with this, however, is that the positioning of the testhead via the
kinematic interface is also directly related to the structure of the prober. In other words, if
the prober structure flexes the position of the testhead, and ultimately the planarity of the
probe card, is no longer repeatable. If the prober was extremely stiff (i.e. like a granite
table) then there would be no need for alarm.
However, being the real world, most probers are not stiff and do flex when a
testhead is docked to them. Therefore, a method to planarize the testhead and ultimately
the probe card is needed to accommodate for these positional errors. The manual z-adjust
of the kinematic module is sufficient to accomplish this. However this is not a viable
solution in a production environment, because the time required to planarize the head via
the manual method is too long. As a result, an "auto-planarization" module has been
designed that will automatically planarize the testhead each time it is docked. Because auto-
planarization planarizes the testhead, and hence the probe card, with respect to the prober,
it will create a "perfect" dock every time.
Error Budget - Feasibility
Before any time was invested in designing an auto-planarization module, it had to
be determined if auto-planarization is necessary, and if so, is it feasible. How much
deflection is actually seen at the groove locations and how does this relate to the probe card
planarity? What positional resolution is required by the auto-planarization units is required
to sufficiently planarize the head? These questions were answered by performing a study
of a typical prober/testhead set-up.
This study was made to determine out how much deflection there will be at the
mounting points of the kinematic module grooves due to forces related to docking the head.
These deflection were then used to determine the planarity of the probe card with respect to
prober's chuck. If the slope of the probe card (with respect to the chuck) is an
unacceptable amount then the testhead needs to be planarized. An Excel spreadsheet was
compiled to carry out this study.
The model used in to determine the amount of deflection at the groove mounting
locations uses simple beam bending theory. A force applied to the groove, which is
mounted to the prober's headplate, bends the headplate about it's support on the prober.
For simplicity, it was assumed that only the prober headplate flexes while the prober
structure is "perfectly rigid". A simple sketch of the model is shown below. Given a
force, the amount of deflection at the grooves is calculated. Once the amount of deflection
at each groove is known a transformation matrix is used to calculate the probe card
planarity.
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Figure 42: Prober/Testhead Model
A sample of the Excel spreadsheet is shown below. Different geometrical,
material, and force parameters may be entered. Using these parameters the spreadsheet
determines the planarity of the probe card. The outcome of the calculations prove the need
for auto-planarization. Using realistic forces and geometrical parameters, a probe card
pitch of 5.517 mils/inch is calculated. Ideally the pitch of the probe card should be a
maximum of .5 mils/inch. The deflections caused by docking the testhead create a probe
card pitch that is an order of magnitude greater than the ideal pitch. Obviously there is a
need to planarize the testhead after docking.
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Another concern is the required positional resolution of the auto-planarization
module. In other words, how accurate do the individual modules need to be positioned in
order to planarize the probe card to a given acceptable planarity limit. With the inverse of
the transform matrix used above the required positional resolution can be calculated.
Again, an excel spreadsheet was written. By entering the probe card planarity that must be
achieved the required resolution can be calculated. For .5 mils/inch probe card pitch, the
required positional resolution is 1 mil (.001 inches).
Desired Planarity Resolution
Testhead Geometry
Individual Module Resolution
Module 1 (mils) 11
Module 2 (mils) 1
Module 3 (mils) 13.5
Minimum Module Resolution
ril]s I
0.0033
-0.0017
-0.1555
Translation
0.0119
0.3161
3.14E-05
The results of this study show that the amount of flexing at the groove mounting locations
make auto-planarization necessary. The study also shows that if a positional resolution of
0.001" at the modules can be achieved then auto-planarization is possible.
Design Constraints
There are a number of design criteria that needed to be met by the auto-planarization
module. The first is the resolution of positioning. As calculated above, the auto-
planarization module must be able to position the module to .001 inches. In order to lift
the weight of the testhead and overcome any forces due to the manipulator and cable
bundle, the auto-planarization module must be capable of providing between 350 and 500
pounds of force. To be economically feasible, the auto-planarization module must also be
fairly inexpensive.
Design
When first considered, it was "understood" that extensive rework of the current
modules would be required for auto-planarization to be possible. After some initial
investigation it became clear that auto-planarization is, in fact, possible with no rework of
the kinematic module, and only slight changes in the module cover would be required. An
auto-planarization mechanism was designed so that it could be placed on the mounting
locations of the kinematic module's manual z-adjust mechanism. It is possible to simply
remove the manual z-adjust from a module and replace it with an auto-planarization
mechanism.(Figure 43) As a result, upgrading the modules to auto-planarization is
straight forward. This approach, requiring no rework or redesign of the kinematic module
makes auto-planarization extremely attractive.
Figure 43: Modules with Manual Z-Adjust and with Auto-Planarization
The auto-planarization mechanism is a simple device. As shown below (Figure
44), the main drive mechanism is a dc motor which turns a chain and sprocket
transmission which actuates a lead screw providing the planarization motion. Recall, the
two plates of the module carriage are allowed to move relative to each other via a set of
crossed roller bearings. There is also a linear incremental encoder as part of the unit. This
particular encoder has a resolution of .0028 inches. The quadrature output of the encoder
allows a resolution of one quarter the encoder resolution (or .0007 inches). This resolution
is within the required positional resolution of the auto-planarization module. 'The use of the
linear encoder makes it possible to use less precise drive components (i.e. the transmission
and leadscrew), as backlash in the transmission can be ignored. This is because the
ultimate position of the auto-planarization module is known via the linear encoder. If a
rotary encoder was used, say on the motor, then the backlash of the transmission makes
it impossible to determine the actual position of the module. Because less precise
components can be used, the cost of the auto-planarization units are relatively cheap
(around $600 per testhead for the mechanical components). (Detail drawings of the auto-
planarization mechanism are shown in the appendix)
Figure 44: The Auto-Planarization Mechanism
Controls
In order to planarize the testhead each time it is docked a control system is required
to determine how much "planarization" is required and then to drive the auto-planarization
units to their respective positions. Conceptually the control structure will be as
follows.(Figure 45) Once the testhead is docked the optics within the prober measure the
planarity of the probe card. This information is sent to the controller which then calculates
the amount each module must move. The modules are then driven to there respective
positions using a closed loop control with encoder feedback. Once the modules arrive at
their respective positions the optics of the prober will again measure the planarity of the
probe card. If the probe card is within an acceptable window then the planarization is
complete, if not the process is repeated.
T IC'S
Figure 45: Auto-Planarization Control Flow Diagram
The prototype control system will be developed on a personal computer using Lab
View and a three axis motion control board. While this approach is suitable to prove the
concept of auto-planarization, it is not a production solution. For production purposes two
options are possible. One option is a custom designed control board. This route can often
take a great deal of time and money, however, once designed the control boards are
relatively cheap to produce. The other option is a PLC (programmable logic controller)
based control system. While the PLC can be considerably more expensive than the control
board, it requires very little development time and money.
Summary
When the load board and probe card are directly mounted to the testhead, the
position of the probe needles will be linked to the kinematic interface. The planarity of the
probe card is then directly related to the flexing of a prober headplate caused by docking a
testhead. As a result a method to planarize the testhead, and ultimately the probe card with
respect to the DUT is required. An auto-planarization mechanism was designed that simply
replaces the manual z-adjust of the kinematic modules requiring no rework. The controls
for auto-planarization have been presented in their conceptual form and will be developed
as a proof of concept.
Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions
As semiconductor devices become more complex their feature sizes decrease
making it more difficult to mechanically interface with the chip. As a result, the testhead
interface, while not the most costly, is often the most crucial element of product testing.
The testhead interface mechanically connects the testhead to a handling device and
electrically links the testhead to the IC under test. To meet the performance requirements of
future interfaces, Teradyne has developed the kinematic interface (kinematic docking
system). In short the kinematic interface is a three ball-three groove system which results
in an extremely rigid and repeatable interface.
A number of mechanical tests were performed on the kinematic docking system and
two state of the art interfaces to quantify their performance. The results of the mechanical
testing shows that the kinematic docking system performed significantly better than the
state of the art interfaces. Ultimately, the mechanical performance improvements can lead
to more consistent signal integrity and increased yield.
The tests performed during the mechanical testing of the interfaces provides the
basis to create a standard interface characterization procedure. While no characterization
standards exist, the creation of a standard characterization procedure would allow the
unbiased comparison of various interfaces. The first steps are complete, however more
development is required in this area to make the interface characterization procedure a
reality.
Further development of the kinematic interface includes the mini-module interface
and auto-planarization mechanism. The mini-module interface allows compatibility of the
interfaces of old and new generation testheads making it possible to swap handling devices
between them. The auto-planarization mechanisms planarizes the testhead with respect to
the DUT (device under test) each time the testhead is docked. Both the mini-module and
auto-planarization mechanism were designed and proven in their prototype form.
Chapter 6: Appendix
Available results from the mechanical testing of the Kinematic, J-Ring, and inTest
interfaces
Testhead Positional Repeatability Graphs
The following data has been plotted and is available for the kinematic and j-ring
interfaces for the probe application, and for the kinematic and inTest interfaces for the
handler application
X Positional Repeatability
Y Positional Repeatability
Z Positional Repeatability
a Positional Repeatability
P Positional Repeatability
0 Positional Repeatability
Probe Card Planarity
The following data has been plotted and is available for the kinematic and j-ring
interfaces for the probe application.
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #0
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #0
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #5
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #5
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #10
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #10
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #15
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #15
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #20
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #20
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #25
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #25
X direction probe card planarity - Dock #30
Y direction probe card planarity - Dock #30
Maximum, Minimum, Standard Deviation of Probe Card Planarity
Interface Stiffness Graphs
The following data has been plotted and is available for
interfaces for the probe application.
Testhead Movement in X direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Rotation in P w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Rotation in E w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive X
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Y
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Y
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Y
Testhead Rotation in P w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Y
Testhead Rotation in E) w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Y
Testhead Movement in X direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
the kinematic and j-ring
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
Testhead Rotation in 3 w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
Testhead Rotation in O w/ respect to Prober - Input:Positive Z
Testhead Movement in X direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Rotation in P w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Rotation in ) w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative X
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Y
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Y
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Y
Testhead Rotation in P w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Y
Testhead Rotation in 0 w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Y
Testhead Movement in X direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Testhead Movement in Y direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Testhead Movement in Z direction w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Testhead Rotation in a w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Testhead Rotation in P w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Testhead Rotation in E w/ respect to Prober - Input:Negative Z
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive X
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive X
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative X
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative X
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive Y
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive Y
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative Y
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative Y
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive Z
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Positive Z
Change in X Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative Z
Change in Y Direction Probe Card Planarity - Input Negative Z
Vibration Analysis Graph
The following data has been plotted and is
interfaces for the probe application.
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- X direction - Input A
Coherence - X direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Y direction - Input A
Coherence - Y direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Z direction - Input A
Coherence - Z direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- X direction - Input B
Coherence - X direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Y direction - Input B
Coherence - Y direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Z direction - Input B
Coherence - Z direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- X direction - Input C
Coherence - X direction - Input C
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Y direction - Input C
Coherence - Y direction - Input C
available for the kinematic and j-ring
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Z direction - Input C
Coherence - Z direction - Input C
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- X direction - Input D
Coherence - X direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Y direction - Input D
Coherence - Y direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Z direction - Input D
Coherence - Z direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- X direction - Input E
Coherence - X direction - Input E
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Y direction - Input E
Coherence - Y direction - Input E
Magnitude of Vibration at Probe Card- Z direction - Input E
Coherence - Z direction - Input E
The following data has been plotted and is available for the kinematic and inTest
interfaces handler application.
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket- X direction - Input A
Coherence - X direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input A
Coherence - Y direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input A
Coherence - Z direction - Input A
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - X direction - Input B
Coherence - X direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input B
Coherence - Y direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input B
Coherence - Z direction - Input B
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - X direction - Input C
Coherence - X direction - Input C
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input C
Coherence - Y direction - Input C
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input C
Coherence - Z direction - Input C
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - X direction - Input D
Coherence - X direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input D
Coherence - Y direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input D
Coherence - Z direction - Input D
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - X direction - Input E
Coherence - X direction - Input E
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input E
Coherence - Y direction - Input E
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input E
Coherence - Z direction - Input E
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - X direction - Input F
Coherence - X direction - Input F
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Y direction - Input F
Coherence - Y direction - Input F
Magnitude of Vibration at Socket - Z direction - Input F
Coherence - Z direction - Input F
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